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Finding a bathroom in a new restaurant

This paper learns such cues for finding everyday objects 
(bed, chair, couches, tables, toilets) in novel indoor environments.



Current Paradigm

- High sample complexity
- Sim2Real gap

Learning via Direct Interaction 
(Reinforcement Learning)

This Paper
Mining Spatial Co-occurrences in 
Real Estate Tours from YouTube 

+ Passive data already available on Internet
+ Visually Diverse

Video from Target-driven Visual Navigation in Indoor Scenes using Deep 
Reinforcement Learning



Challenges in Using Such Videos

• Videos don’t come with action labels

• Goals and intents are not known

• Depicted trajectories may not be optimal

 Action Grounding via an Inverse Model [1]

 Use off-the-shelf Object Detectors to label frames with desired objects

 Use Q-learning to learn optimal behavior from sub-optimal data [2]

⟹

⟹

⟹

[2] Watkins, C. J. C. H. (1989). Learning from delayed rewards.
[1] A. Kumar et al. Learning navigation subroutines by watching videos. In CoRL, 2019. 
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Value function that uses implicitly learns semantic cues 
for seeking objects in novel indoor environments
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Learned Value Function

f(I, c) ≈
Value function predicts a proxy for nearness to a goal object for a given image

nearness to goal
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Learned Value Function

Dining Table

f(I, c) ≈ nearness to goal

Value function predicts a proxy for nearness to a goal object for a given image



High-Level Policy

Value Predictions
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Using Learned Values for Semantic Navigation
Hierarchical Policy

• Decides where to go next and emits short-term goal
• Builds a topological map [1] that stores values predicted 

by  at different locations in different directions
• Samples most promising direction, and passes  

to Low-Level Policy

f(I, c)
ΔPose

• Executes actions to achieve short-
term goal

• Incrementally builds occupancy map 
from depth camera

• Uses Fast-Marching Method for path 
planning to get actions to execute

• Return control on success or failure

[1] D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 
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Experiments
•Real estate videos from a newly collected YouTube House Tours Dataset 

•1387 Videos, 119 Hours, 550K transition tuples
•Simulated Robot in Visually Realistic Simulation Environment (Gibson Environments in AI Habitat)

•Action Space: Forward (0.25m), Turn Left (30°), Turn Right (30°)

•Task: Find object of interest (bed, chair, couches, tables, toilets) in novel indoor environments.

•Metrics:

•SPL (measures path efficiency, higher is better)
•Success (higher is better)



YouTube House Tours Dataset



YouTube House Tours Dataset
(1387 videos, 119 Hours)



Table 1: Results: Performance for ObjectGoal in novel environments Etest. Details in Section 4.2.

Method Training Supervision Oracle Stop Policy Stop (using Dcoco)
# Active Frames Reward Other SPL Success (SR) SPL Success (SR)

Topological Exploration - - - 0.30 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.02
Detection Seeker - - - 0.46 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.02 0.19 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02
RL (RGB-D ResNet+3CNN) 100K (Etrain) Sparse - 0.17 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.02
RL (RGB-D ResNet+3CNN) 10M (Etrain [ Evideo) Dense - 0.26 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.02
RL (RGB-D 3CNN) 38M (Etrain [ Evideo) Dense - 0.28 ± 0.02 0.57 ± 0.03
RL (RGB ResNet) 20M (Etrain) Dense - 0.29 ± 0.02 0.56 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.02
RL (Depth 3CNN) 38M (Etrain) Dense - 0.25 ± 0.02 0.52 ± 0.02
Behavior Cloning 40K (Etrain) - V̂yt 0.25 ± 0.02 0.53 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.02
Behavior Cloning + RL 12M (Etrain) Dense V̂yt 0.24 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.02
Our (Value Learning from Videos) 40K (Etrain) - V̂yt 0.53 ± 0.02 0.79 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.02 0.39 ± 0.03

Behavior Cloning 40K (Etrain) - V̂syn 0.36 ± 0.02 0.71 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02
Behavior Cloning + RL 12M (Etrain) Dense V̂syn 0.24 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.03
Our (Value Learning from Videos) 40K (Etrain) - V̂syn 0.48 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.03

Strong Supervision Values Labeled Maps (Evideo) 0.55 ± 0.02 0.81 ± 0.02 0.24 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.02
Strong Supervision + VLV (Ours) Labeled Maps (Evideo) + V̂yt 0.57 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.02 0.41 ± 0.02

Thus, this is quite a bit stronger than executing random actions (OS-SPL of 0.15). It is able to find
objects often (67%), though is inefficient with OS-SPL of 0.30.

Detection Seeker also does topological exploration, but additionally also uses scores from Dcoco to
seek the object once it has been detected. This performs quite a bit better at 0.46 SPL. This indicates
that object detectors provide a non-trivial signal for object goal navigation. Even lower confidence
detection scores for more distant but partially visible objects will guide the agent in the right direction.
Our method captures more out of view context, and consequently does better across all settings.

End-to-end RL. We also compare against many variants of end-to-end RL policies trained via direct
interaction. We use the PPO [56] implementation for CNN+GRU policies that are implemented in
Habitat [53]. We modify them to work with ObjectGoal tasks (feeding in one-hot vector for target
class, modifying rewards), and most importantly adapt them to use ImageNet initialized ResNet-18
models [29] for RGB (given no standard initialization for Depth image, it is still processed using the
original 3-layer CNN in Habitat code-base). The fairest comparison is to train using sparse rewards
(dense rewards will require environment instrumentation not needed for our method) in Etrain for
40K interaction samples with RGB-D sensors. This unsurprisingly did not work (OS-SPL: 0.17 and
OS-SR: 37%). Thus, we aided this baseline by providing it combinations of more environments
(Etrain [ Evideo), many times more samples, and dense rewards. Even in these more favorable settings,
end-to-end RL didn’t perform well. The best model had a OS-SPL of 0.29 and OS-SR of 56% (vs.

0.50 and 75% for our method), even when given interaction access to 6⇥ more environments, 250⇥
more interaction, and dense rewards (vs. no rewards). This demonstrates the power of our proposed
formulation that leverages YouTube videos for learning about spatial layout of environments. Policy
stop evaluation is computationally expensive so, we report the score only for the strongest model.

Behavior Cloning (BC) on Pseudo-Labeled Videos V̂. We pre-process the videos to find trajectories
that lead to objects of interest (as determined by Dcoco). We train CNN+GRU models to predict
the pseudo-labeled action labels on these trajectories. As this is passive data that has already been
collected, we are limited to using behavior cloning wth RGB input as opposed to richer inputs or
the more sophisticated DAgger [49]. This is effectively the BCO(0) [62] algorithm. This performs
fairly similarly to RL methods and with negligible sample complexity, though still lags far behind
our proposed method that utilizes the exact same supervision. Perhaps this is because our proposed
method uses pseudo-labeled action indirectly and is more tolerant to mismatch in action space. In
contrast, behavior cloning is critically reliant on action space similarity. This is brought out when we
use V̂syn instead of V̂yt where the action space is more closely matched. Behavior cloning performs
much better at 0.36 OS-SPL, though our method still performs better than all the baselines even when
trained on videos in V̂syn.

Behavior Cloning+RL. We also experimented with combining behavior cloning and RL. We use the
behavior cloning policies obtained above, and finetune them with RL. For the same reasons as above,
this policy is limited to use of RGB inputs. When finetuning from behavior cloning policy trained on
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Results
Episode automatically 

ends when agent 
reaches goal object

Agent emits STOP 
action to declare it has 

reached goal object

•Better than strong exploration baselines
•Stronger than even RL methods trained with dense rewards with 250x more interaction samples and 6x 
more environments with direct interaction access

•Stronger than behavior cloning on videos and behavior cloning + RL



Summary

• Developed a technique to learn from videos 

• Learned a goal seeking value function via Q-learning

• Utilized the learned value function in a hierarchal navigation policy for object 
goal navigation

• Code, data and models available on project webpage  
https://matthewchang.github.io/value-learning-from-videos/

Thank You


